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Faculty Croup
II ill Draw .Up
Qualifications
’Best Style’
In Accessories
Wins Contest
Now is the time for all Spartan
co-eds with fashion taste to enter
the Spartan Daily Sweater Fashion contest. Closing hour is 2:30
p.m. today.
The race is to determine the
girl who has the best style sense
in dressing up a sweater with
scarf, pin, necklace or other accessories. Any woman interested
may sign her name on the bulletin
board in the Spartan Daily office.
The winner will be selected today at 2:30 p.m. in the Daily office. Dr. Marques E. Reitzel. head
of the Art department, and Miss
Marion Moreland,
instructor in
art, will be the judges.
First prize will be gifts donated
by downtown merchants.
By late yesterday afternoon four
Spartan women,
Diane Altimus,
Lois Rogers, Diane F.ngaiking, and
Sally Erwin had entered the contest.

UP ROUNDUP

Taft Up to Bat;
Swiss Convict
’American’ Sni
WashingtonSenator Robert A.
Taft formally announced yesterday
that he will be a candidate for
the 1952 Republican presidential
nomination.

,AllitailiatHifir
%%I’M At CEss0RIES in hand,
Diane Animus, left, and Sally
Eruin plan their entries in Spartan Daily Sweater Fashion week.
The tulip Spartan cii-eds are attempting to el
se the accessories combination, which will
make one of theni the mm Inner
of the "good taste" contest.
photo by Zimmerman

Foul Felons Filch
Fraternity Flags;
AItiliates unous

One faculty member from each
college division was elected this
week to help draw up qualifications for a college president, according to Mr. Lowell Pratt, director of public relations, who is in
charge of organizing the committee
p grew out
Idea for the g
of a request from the State Department of Education that the
college staff dray nu a list of
presidential abilities uhich mm wild
aid the office in choosing a successor to Dr. T. W. Macquffarrte. college president, mm lien he
tires in August.

"The first meeting will probably
be held at the end of the virek."
I M
"3ratt said. Primary purposeof
Four fraternities were furious! thi. ,athering is to work out proflags.
yesterday over missing
! cedure methods for the committee,
In the dead of the preceding,
"There may be special subcomD11,
night, the SAE, Theta Chi,
I mittees selected to do research.’
and Sigma Pi pennants mysteriel!he added.
ously disappeared from h o u s
The members of the committei
roofs.
I and the divisions they represeill
Rumors of the identity of the 1 arc as follows:
Miss Gladys 31, Neyyenzel, as thief or thieves are rife. The .
sociate professor Ili home ecoonly clue is a ear. Men of all
nomies, Applied Arts: Dr. Milthe fraternities are scouring the
burn D. Wright. professor of
streets In search of a cream -colcommerce, IFItisinetoi;
Dr. Wilored Nash which aided the perliam (I. Sweeney, head of the
petratros of the crime.
Education department, EducaIt was believed at first that the
tion: Dr. Vern James, associate
of
the
robbery was a continuation
professor of math, Engineering
raid occurring last week during
and Mathematics: Mr. William
which the Sigma Pi cross was conEriendson, associate professor of
fiscated and the Theta Chi flag
music, Fine Arts,
was lowered to the lawn.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, head of the
Sigma Pis sought revenge by Journalism department, Journaldunking in a tub of cold water four ism and Police; Dr. Harold Miller,
Language
girls who claimed they were in- professor of English,
and Literature; Mr. Glenn Hartnocent passers-by.
ranft. professor of physical educaReports are that five girls
tion, P.H. and Recreation: Mr. Elwould have succeeded in eapturmo Arnold Robinson, professor of
ing the Theta
’ hi insignIa had
philosophy. Psychology and Philosnot one traitor to her sex soundophy;
Dr. William H. Poytress,
g the
ed the alarm, cans
head of the Social Science departground crew to flee in haste and
ment. Social Science:
and
Dr.
leave the "secret tt capon" In
George McCallum, Natural Sciroof -top darkness.
ence.
Her later flight, barefoot, down
the sidewalk was arrested by two
burly men who carried her, protesting into the house.

Swiss Convict American
Lausanne, Switzerland -- Switzerland yesterday demanded a 15month prison sentence and expulsion for American Negro Charles
Davis on charges that he served
Fraternity members then threaas a spy in the pay of U.S. Sen- tened her with dire misfortune
ator Joseph R. McCarthy.
should she ever again commit such
a deed and restored her to her
British Fight Egyptians
frightened comrades, who believed
Cairo. Egypt -8 ri tish troops
the worst was happening.
went into action in the Suez canal
Last night’s combination capzone today against Egyptian riotture is ViPtI Pd with alarm hy
ers.
Fraternity Row. Rumors are
Joy Enters Truce Confab
that the matter will be taken
TokyoVice Admiral C. Turner
meeting.
up at the nest
Joy, head of the United Nations
Victims have not yet been a!
armistice team, flew here yester- to agree on a punishment to
day for an urgent conference with the crime, when the thieses are
Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway on the taken into custody.
deadlock preventing resumption of
Korean truce talks.
Ground and Air War Rages
Eighth Army Headquarters, RoreaBaynnet-wielding United Nations forces drove within six miles
of the big Communist east -central
base of Kumsong today and hacked out limited gains in is new assault to the west.
Meanwhile in the air. C. S. Sabrejets shot down a record nine
Communist jet fighters and damaged five more in ma.ss air battles
and
which raged the length
breadth of Mig alley" in Northwest Korea yesterday.
Solomon Quits
Sidney Solomon.
Washington
St. Louis friend of William M.
Boyle, Jr.. quit yesterday as treasurer of the Democratic National
committee.
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No definite starting date for
the construct bin of the NI rueful,.
has been announced, Mr. Rollinger slated. The completion date
has been ....1 for september, 195?.,
afelirding to Dr. Ralph J. smith.
head of the Engineering depart merit.
Dr.
Smith ieNealed that
It r
completion may occur some I in 0,
later. however. because of tile
shortage of "cel lain stialegie 1
terial.
President T NV MacQuari le has
announced that Inc college has received some structural steel for
the Engineering building, hut said
that no reinforcing steel has lirs,n
received as set
’Me reinforcing

Ninety-five per cent of all vet erans will receive their subsistence checks by Dec. 7, according
to a Veterans Adsninistration report released by Glen Guttormsen,
college accounting officer. yesterday.
About 20 per cent of the veterans enrolled at San Jose State dolege will receive their checks by
Dr. Ralph .1. Smith. head of the
Nov. 1; 45 per cent by Nov. 9; 75
per cent by Nov. 23; 95 per cent Engineering department, suffered
by Dec. 7 and the remaining 5 a broken leg in three places last
February while he vkas tobogganper cent after Dec. 7.
ing at Pinecrest.
As a warning to veterans the
After the accident, Dr. Smith
report states, "It takes a great
firmly swore that he would not
deal more time to process an inthrow away his crutches until the
quiry than it does to process a
construction of the
Engineering
payment.
building began.
Veterans who write to the San
The
Engineering
department
Francisco regional office about dehead relented and pin aside his
layed checks will only cause addicrutches last Saturday., before he
tional red tape, according to Gutknew when %York uould slam t on
tormsen.
the new struetute Itis strategy
worked. ( ’onstructom
litdo)

Strategy Pays Off

steel are ft:, --mailer .0., I roils
Ilse,’ in lb. coil,truction if
huilding
main. college 1111.4i E. S. Ti
n..... manager, prey iiiiislyhail
announced that a% soon as steel
Mashington tor
I’. allocated f
the Engineering structure. %torts
111,111141 h’ -gin in "halt a tit ..

IA) vtofitDucat

The Weather

Great shattering slabs of sunshine! Vainly I peered from rnj
window this morning for the gentle patter of rain; and instead I
had a vision:
Woe! A great drought will visit
the land- --campus parties will be
without beer, there will be a new
movement in night clubs to put
liquor above the price of gold,
Margaret Truman’s voice will dry
up in her throat
Ithat’s bad" My
nose already has been broken in
four places, Harry, save yourself
a trip). Woe! Woe! Woe! End of
vision.
Now, if some terror stricken
Spartan doesn’t run out and hire
a rainmaker. I’ll lose faith in college spirit!

Byron Bollinger. college mai. 1.
intendent of buildings and grounds.
announced jest erdaj that t he first
-lep leading towards the construction ot the new Engineering building will be taken this morning.
lie revealed t hat stirs."., ii", immediately
begin laying out the
site of the building. which skill Is.
locatial het ween San Antonio and
San Fernando streets
Several trees has.. to be re the art’s, he said.
mined 1r
and a representatime of the firm
01 Barret and Dili) ot san Francisco, 1.4.1111111-1111-, for the construction, u ill take charge 01 the
problem.
11, -cause of the work. NI:- II,
Inger urges all students to
I from parking their automobiles on
!the east side of S. Seventh st!ect
and the west side of S.
, street bet WeiAl San Fernando and
San Antonio streets.
I
"It is only a morel- of days before S Eighth si Her will be corn Wet. lj iIes.,d Ii, iween San Eel-11;i1;d,. And
strei

FIRESIDE CHATMembers of
the Student
are pict tired chatting with Dean Stanley Benz at
Mondaj’s facial) fireside, held
at the dean’s home. 1773 Guadalupe street. The event, first of MI
series. mm a’. planned to fnformally acquaint students smith members of the faculty.
students attended.
Thirteen
They uere arol St, smart. ’I ilan
yonne
trine
sackas.
Dent -h, I,en
ross, Georg:4. Erhart, Katie Lambert, Barbara
Adams, Leona Crouch, Bob Foss-

Dame
Arellano,
green,
Anita
(tint’ and I rstila Schindler.
The discussion included tmmt.
.erning st mient life
questions c
on campus.
The first prohlern
considered %4 as the relations betueen the students and faculty.
Number two in the dlactegsion
’m as u het her student marriages
help or hinder one while still an
undergraduate.
At sarious faculty homes other firesides are being planned
for the near future.
photo by Gilmore

4111 ;ile

1,41
lor the S4
1 Ickut
I 00000 It. 14,41t 16:1:1 Rattle on Oct Tel
mill 1114 sctsction Argoy browny
gamin-, on Hem’. I
St.. r.1..i- it. s.I
are asailabl. in the I.radnate
Manuger’s :Alb, today. Mrs. f.ce
tt..,.need yesterday.
sttwk
Students smith .tts11 cards and
faculty members mitt) honorar%
cants
Inas obtain floe LoytOiA
tickets free of charge and the
Mrs.
‘Marquette Ii. lois for
streets said.
tna!
pur\,,n card holders
S’!...0
chase 1,0iiia di,. at’.
and Marquette Iii lots for
There are a limited number of
body licket for the
Itident
t hail
Marquette iiniersit:k 1
game, Mrs. stitch %tamed, as only one section has been rer%ed
for San Jose Stair I "liege students.
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I Present firsi
Of Articles
! Grid Rivals Claim Lights
.t)" ASB Cards ’Poor at Spartan Stadium
..Th. livhtim facilities at Spar-! defeated the locals 42-7, so the
to stadium at 1.e: poor and in- dim lighting did not affect th..
ljniiloutcome of the IrlillteSt.
;,,r. Bollinger siipetefficient
Mr. Bollinger revealed, how,
intendent ol 1,,i.klay..> and ,_*.iot.:1,1s.
said
that every visiting school v.
The stat/ men; h Mr Pidilw:er has met the Spartans in the ,
a ,imilar anrotmr, i!!.111 stadium in fecone years has ,
eh .lo, K iha!a-h.
0
c’l plained of the poor illumination.
C(tCh.
foOth.til
s.:01
Requests have been mad,
Phu Id,’" this wrick
!Sacramento for additional I
I !’
.
.1:thfn tit It; h
to
1... to mme the !Igor pubs ea(K
F.
the field and to increase the I.
,
’
"
" ii
11111, It
power, but nothing has ,
ear’s ASH president: feud spol- iers could not sce the football un- in,
done in that dine.ction. he saltand eon,t Id, I so., r.,:, -tadioint’, dm, b hts
’’,,’ 1,"’""d’uf ’ ‘..."01.
1k. disclosed that the lieu’’,
H. :.,1.- ’ II 1.,,i, ., :II !,,, ;0., a,..1,.. ,o,
,,t ,,,t I.’ i oh
was increa.sed two ye.,
peas’er
to
.
,1-I
it
lintel
’’’Inlan’t.nt’’ ’I "-ii I ehe e. couldi. t -we the bail
eire,,,, III 111"-, pa,,;1’_, 11’ i ’I, trill I ,,.,, ri,,,In on 11,i them.- he said.ago by about one-third, but tha,
still did not bring t130,powce
In %Kit. a lien ssa, held .as
If rears,. the t),. ,,.ndki
to par.
%%ashington ,atisiiri to determiiir
.
stodrtil. herr lilt ilattit
There are eight light stand r roil fee. The ’welt, mid
r
the
ards in Spartan stadium. uitli
:It the rripir.t (61 the ...tat.. 1h six 15110 si-att lanne. on each
’,ailment tot talneclian, sol %%%%% et,
pole. As a comparison, Mr. BolWTI; stittlent ill tasiir iiiid 633 op linger revealed that Seals’ staThe
mooted tit the ’mist -roil lee.
dium in San Francisco has ap"tell III
-ii
setesetent
proximately 36 of these Iiiit F"
.%\l) .11‘Xtit Nit f:411 \
III% or of the prop.....l.
on each standard, the actoa.
la-aders Woe, .
unuiiint sarving on each pole.
Nivel
Itarard:
Reirlries
’,parfait
emphasized th.
II.’ stated that the light
measure. Spartan ottecials saul: I tud’-* tit :1 3" It in’ in tilt. ASH
in the college’s field are I,
fru’
1111(1 Spolyar pointed (tilt aLutin
that: ...
11S 5: Fencing today at 330 closer to the playing turf
quarter. that ifificient st.1
O,. Women’s vym. ASB most present-day stadiums. Tit’’,
l’
lottdy finance proizrams
is because Spartan ’stadium %Nies
’ ’I
eonttheted under the present set- ’cal.’
one of the first arenas on the Pa’
Meet tonight
up. The vote in favor of the men -I 46:1111111.1 1.1 1.1I11011:
cific Coast to have night illum’loom 117 to
.
sure In the opinion polls held dew- at T
ination. he disclosed.
Dr.
NIxers
showed
hear
rnainc the spring
that a
Mr. Bollinger added that tI
jorisy of all students registered at talk on "Problems in General
lighting system was installed
colleges
state
the
California
Mathematics."aboitt" 1930.
avreed
Deeirret Club: Meet tomorrche
strident
.51though the
bodies at 730 p rn. in Room 133.
of the colleges ioted III fast....
ASS’S: Meet today at 430 p.m.
the measure, and the senate
trobeed
pla.ns_f.oe
I
Bite on education 111100 ’I
The permanent bleachers
Spartan stadium under the scoree.30
tonight
1.
MetI
at
0tiiihnt
hill
’till
""t
the
""d"t
.41.
both Illlll
it, he amortised
board were used for the first tint,’
ii kirk in the Little- Theater to!
of the 11’14W:stun% and then re
in Friday night’s football gam.
hear
Guest
Speaker
Claude
N.
sent bark to thr rollrigr. Mr
with the University of San FranSettles,
who
show
a
will
also
final appiet..1 1. the stiidenin. .
cisco. Byron Bollinger, college su, s,,, , , i .,,,,, i, i t hi, serie,, i movii (-Mit led "Again Pioneers.’
perintendent of buildings_ anc:
Delta Phi Beta: Meet tomorrow grounds, said yesterday.
It,,’ history of the tnea-;
I, Inct..
,,
1 Iri. ilp to date, will he published at 4:30 p.m. in Room Al.
He said bleacher seats were sole;
in Ft.ttitn..% Spartan vatt3,..,
. I Arnold
ir Soriety; Members only to high school stadraM...with
;meet tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room student body cards and to chil- 124(.1 Prospective members meet to- dren. The price of admission fce
these spectators was 60 cents.
\\ I /I
n rrow at 8 p.m.. in Room 24.
Mr. Bollinger said approximateRally Committee: Will not meet
ly 400 bleacher seats weressold-at
tonight.
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None are So Blind . . .
Haryt.capped week, just concluded, was
’lational
d4 ireportance to-- two ro,..snros: physically handicapped persons have
nrirmal life, and the American people have
bet.- helpet4
4 UV
that the/ ire able to recognize the obvious.
4.,
What iet re.,+5.
,s this- If the American public is able to accept
fartnhat physically handicapped are able to carry out a
fir -ea; ie oohj is it that they remain blind to a fact that is equally
Persons of minweiy group; are entitled to enjoy a normal life as
mach as tire great 100 per cent, red-blooded, white, anglo-saxon
Ah rear km
The recent case of a Filipino student at San Jose State college
WEIO ass refused a part-time job At a local drug store for no other
ob,ious reason than that he was a Filipino indicates that the citizens
of San Jose should look to their consciences,
If it is e,ccopted MOW that which was once ignored about the
practicality of making useful citizens of the physically handicapped,
then let us also recognize the wisdom in treating those of tho minority
groups as they deserve to be treated- Citizens who wish nothing more
than to serve society to the best of their individual abilities.
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Open Bleachers

HI. Sa-s LI ke’

;6tlitett los Catol RNati, with I’
Hemeirle% ’s "I ...e.. in Iltillsssi,
Nenman Club: Will meet tonic’,
,
Student chairman td
t
t..7.
. ,,,i. row at 7:30 p.m. at the Hall.
With its in.e.putiiii..,..
gram IS Joan Riley. sophomore
eirrinia major
Philostipli). Club: :11e -et today ..
et tied
its .. r
i
I
The nerit erring) of stuelent read- filled,’
. . ’ n’ in’Rreom 21.
I
!Ake niagazine is
I itei:s still be presented Nov 11. by
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1,111111111
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Has Man for
House Mascot
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U. of Chicago Suspends
Maroon, Fires Editor

From tlw Daily Colifornian
-Much C0111113% ef’S has developed inch% idual sponsoi oi the ", en t.
An innovation in house mascots
at the University of Chicago over He stated his name appeared on
Better Grades at
is Art unofficial mascot of the
Ntaybe the pressure put on male students by the Selective Seri’
’
the recent sutpension ot the Ma- the list of sponsors as "Al Kimmel.
s3 stem is a good thing. For instance male students down at Fresno Delta Delta Delta sorority house loon,
the university’s student editor. Uniersit3 of Chicaine MaState college earned, a remarkable 1.56 grade point average for the :at the University of California.
ne s.; spaper. and the firing^ of its MOM.. Heweet%
or
a
cat,
but
.--0--1
Art
is
not
a
dog
semester, it was announced by the FSC Dean of Men recently. Th e
Alan D. Kimmel.
Tx piciil student comment- We .1.
mark was a .15 jump from the previous semester. Th e leading Bull- a man. In fact, he 1s a graduate, The uniersity officials stated
.
.
dog fraternity boasted a 1.79 mark,
student at the university. He lives that the chief reason tor suspend- -What kind of academic freedom
relation 1.this’!"
and.
"I
see
no
in the Tri-Delt basement and ing the neaspaper was the particiNew Teen-age Fadship
between firing the edito: and
,,,i,,.,:
One of the more unique fads that has developed recently among hashes at the house. Not bother- tuition of editor Kimmel in the
Berlin youth festival this
’
East
,
goes
by
lockout,
ed
he
comes
and
the high school contingent is toothpick sucking. This in or outd r
as he pleases., summer. Prior to the suspension
sport is flourishing in Louisville, Ky. The fad started wilier. several i
i The cry "there’s a man in the of the Maroon after the putilieaingenious students bought some wood sticks, dipped them in synthetic house" can be heard
when new , tion of the Oct. 5 issue. Kimmel
oil of cinnamon and sold them to fellow students, two for a A-nt. pledges first see Al.t but the older . receked a letter !rem the Dean
Authorities have tried to stop the fad by spreading rumors that the members just nod and say "We of Students.
"I tind it necessary to 111110%
sticks may have been soaked in dope.
know that’s Art."
Art is probably the only mascot you immediately from the editorScripts For Parties
who has to pay for room and ship et the Maroon." the tette.
The ultimate in control over student functions is now in effect at
board. His girl friend, who lives read. "Your action in sponsoring
the University of Minnesota. Dean ot Students E. G. Williamson said
TAKE OUT
on the second floor, visits him in and attending tht East Ilerlm
that the new regulations require that an organization wishing to the living mom according to the 3outh festival this summer demBox Lunches
schedule a party make an outline of its plans and submit it to the stu- Dean’s regulations. Art thinks the onstrates your lack of qualification
to edit a free and independen’i
dents counseling bureau. i All of which leads us to state that any party situation is ideal.
Assorted
Unless the neighbors get up a newspaper
following a script is usually not worth attending.)
Kimmel admitted he attended
petition against the ’Fri-Delta(siker- ’
Sar.dwiches
Praise For Aplanalp
’sized pet. Art will be around the Ili’
,uth conference and was an
Fresno State Bulldog sports editor Sid Hosking was high on house until June.
piaise for the performance of Lynn Aplanalp, Spartan quarterback,
luring the Fresno State-SJS football game in the Raisin city two
weeks ago. In his column, "The Sportscene," Hosking stated that
Fresno State will retain the "We lost the Fresno State -San Jose State i
Hamburgers
135 E. Son Antonio
football game" trophy as long as Aplanalp remains at SJS and stays ,
Off 4th St.
San Antonio of 9th
healthy. The complimentary Mr. Hoskins; went so far as to say that I Members of the ph3sical eduAplanalp was a slightly better passer than either Don Klosterman of . cation staff and their wives kir.
Lo3ola or Ed Brown of USF.
i invited to attend a deer steak hai
!becue Sunday sponsored by Plii
Politics on the Campus
i Epsilon Kappa, according to a fraNational political parties are being organized on the Universit3- 1
felinity announcement.
of Syracuse campus after a 21)-year ban. Both the Young Democrats i
The barlscue pit near the Won: and the Young Republicans are in the process of organizing units on .,os gym will be the site. Th..
the campus. The political organizations return to Syracuse is the 1 deer has been provided by Tini
result of a bill passed by the men’s student government last semester. Woods, Loren Sansberry, and Ra3
The campus organizations will not be able to support any candidate ’Silva, members of Phi Epsilon
for political office below the state level. Ever since the political ; KaPPa
parties were banned, 20 years ago, students have boiled the issue over I
I
and over many times.
Edited by

BILL WELDY

,

Fsc

Osrse

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH

Phi Epsilon Kappa The Coffee Spot
Holds Bar-Ft-Qui.

WEBBS

"Round the USA--Frosh Are
Lower than a Cop’s Arches!

Students Report

PHOTOGRAPHIC HEADQUARTERS
6 S.1st St.. SAN JOSE!_603 Almade 1,

The Graduate Manager’s (Mice
regoest that the tollooing stiident report there immediately:
F’. Kitson,
John Bollinger,
Joan Wiesinger, And ’.iorman
Henchman.

Freshmen are still taking it onifrosh must climb the pole, pull off
the chin at the various college the flag, and carry it 15 feet from
the pole.
campuses throughout the nation,
At Brigham Young university
last week "Upper classman is
king" week was held. During the
week the frosh were known as
1.ittle Ladies" and "Little Gents."
Sul let Int heeding the honnr
74/6Frosh Styles at RYE
As for dress during the agony
week here are the rules laid down
by the powers that be:
"Little Ladies" Your glamor
iT!!
,t
5q:.-1-Pft
get-up for this year’s cup Week
:7,:r1t1
includes short skirts, about two
or three inches below the knee, no
make-up, and long ringlets or
short curls.
1
"Little Gents" You are requested to wear your trousers
’;1;;IiIPZP
4...1.1: ’
rolled up to about two inches be--.......
::"-.71.Li Ir.
low the knee. Suspenders and a
lekt- .1
big bright bow tie also must be
Irils.7140
cruirm
worn. You must not shave and you
-;trrtt:
Smart girls
must carry brown shoeshine equipment.
agree that
tUlt
A campus authority said the
next to mink
trittsd
purpose of this week was. "to ac4’
a Roos
quaint the freshmen with the traditions and true spirit of RYU."
sweater’s the
qv
Rat Court at Furman
best thing
At Furman university there is
for glamour
tft:y.:! .1
an institution called the Rat court.
:44
This ingenious organization has isor just
sued the following regulations for
warm.
keeping
freshmen to adhere to.
We’ve got
"Rat caps inot made of rat skin.
fr!.
must be worn at all
we trust
them in
1
times and must be tipped at all
7
wool,
Iamb’s
times to upperclassmen: issued
cashmere,
!ro
all
by
worn
name plates wil be
1
zephyr wool
rats ,must mean froshi, and
name -cards will be placed on
4.95 to 25.00
20
freshman doors; a confederate flag
will be raised each morning and
4171.-.4iPt
must be saluted by all passing I
rats."
Greased Pole Contest
At the University of Rochester
the frosh are treated better and
.k..gttrrilirare given a chance to defeat the
sophs in a contest called the Flag
Rush.
The flag defended by the sophs
consists of a square of thick canvas held by one spike to the top
of a well -greased 12-foot pole. Defending sophs are clustered about
the pole surrotmeled by a menacing circle of frosh attackers. At
a signal from a cannon, the frosh
onslaught hegimi.
In order to win the cosgebt the
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:air of Janet
as an...III. 1
I at th. Sigma Kappa vrlrA r.r-to ,s 1515 of tiirrecrlares
’,/ Janet ,
.

11. I
I, the via ugh? rr
Th.
VII avid Mr- f’orest P Phil
.! san Fr:stIr usti, Her Ii..
toe -oti of Mr and Mis
s
ollins if sailini
01111;16: 11.
1.IIrrrrV.10. at. Slir is it.,. sroial
r It., ,a II an hit
khigra sorority Jim. an alfilate of Kappa Alt,-Orrnity 1, a physicist edu1,ii 1Lp/1ot/COY’
hi
erigag nont of
Spartan,
and William Joes
I -1 If11siay
.,
eeent Iv ac.i
announced by
Mt
Visconti I followay mother of
rt
pi ists- ’ is I lit Ws- The. couple
Fla a slot
It. 1,a,
a. tow, ’Mend,’ I- 0,4 Ida Stat.- timsersity in Tali"
’-zt.
,1.1

S

Mis R A Schmidt of Lafayette
Is a senior commerce major. War die. now serving in the navy at
rreasore Island. was a member of
Kappa Alpha fraternity. fie is the
son it Str and Mrs II W Wardle
of NIontere.
IA’. driine plans have been set for
‘iirtririiirfff-1I/ZZIO1/1
notineed her
i..
aI Si.analtan Moni, li
day night al the Alpha Phi sorority house.
Nfaxine, daughter of Mr and
Mrs. A Ma/zanti of San Fr ancisco.
is a graduate of Lowell high school
She now is as senior education major here.
Ti d is the son of Mr and Mrs
P Shanahan of Seattle. lie attended the University of Santa
Clara and the University of Seattle Ted now is serving with the
coast Guard and is stationed in
Seattle.
Wedding bells will ring an June
for th coupl.
(

Kappa

Pill

1{C

relIrOillaks

1111

Vt

.

Scholarship average for the ten
national sororities on the San Jose,
and Mrs. Bricse of Arkansas ells,
State college campus leached a
Kan. The son of the Reverand an-ci
rect.td of I 6312 last spring guru Darendinger. Mrs. William D. Hurst, Bill
Miss Betty Paul
ter. according to Miss Ifebn Dim -I
the tinning his studies at S.IS a, a
gowned in white satin, became
mick, dean of women.
after- physical education major.
,s afbride of Dick Grant Sunday
Figures show that this average noon during an impressive cere- filiated with Pi Kappa A11.1.., tra.
included 607 girls who were either mony performed at First Baptist ! ternity.
actives or pledges, and was the chui;11 in San Jose. Following the
highest since national sororities1 wedding a reception was held at I
were installed here.
Mai., -Ann Gardens.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cain eas-e
Kappa Kappa Gamma won top
Both bride and bridegroom at- returned to their home in San Jose
last
i
college
average
State
honors with a grade point
tended San Jose
after a wedding trip to Carmel.
s.f1.1104.3. Second place was held year Dick, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. Lake Tahoe, and Yosemite. followgraduated
j
1.7444
by Alpha Omicron Pi with a
Grant of San Jose, was
ing a summer wedding.
average Grade point averages for! in June with an AB. degree in adThe couple exchanged nuptial
home
a
the other sororities were: Gamma vertising,. and Betty was
vows in a candlelight double ring
daughPhi Betts. I 7419. Chi Omega. eeobomics major. She is the
ceremony performed by the Rev,
1.7318. Delta Zeta 1.6503: Delta ter of Mrs. Clara M. Darendinger Horace Warner in the Calvary MeGamma
1.6092: Sigma Kappa. of Madera, and was affiliated with thodist church.
1 5946: Kappa Alpha Theta. 1 5678: Kappa Kappa Gamma sonority.
The new Mrs. Cain is the former
Alpha Phi, 1.5-175: Alpha Chi OmBetty’s sister. Mrs. Jill Foster, Mary Suer. She is the dier4hter
ega, 1 5349.
was matron of honor, and brides- of Mr. and Mrs. James Slier of
In 1947 and MS the local so- maids were three sorority sisters. Corning. Bill is the son of Mr and
rorities obtained national charters Phyllis Nye, Marty Darrow and , Mrs. Thomas Cain of San Jose.
The couple are continuing their
and since that time. Miss Dimmick Joyce Dalton,
Harry Powers. fraternity broth- studies here, where Mrs. Cain is
stated. the yearly- average for the
groups has risen steadily.. For the er of the benedict. acted as best I a senior* kindergarten -primary ma’50-’51 period, the average mark man. Dick was a member of Del- ! jor. and her husband is a senior
ta Sigma Gamma fraternity. and !student in advertising. He is affillose from 1 5 to 1.6.
served as vice president of the or- iated with Theta Chi frabrnity.
ganization. Ushers were Vince Malone, George Gunter and Fred Allred, fraternity brothers.
St. Leo’s Catholic church in San
The young couple will make
l Jose was the scene of the recent
Dick
and
Jose,
San
- their home in
P -go
Married life should be one long.; wil he employed oith an advertis- wedding ceremony at which
Gagliardi became the bride of
beautiful song for Mr. and Mis.1 ing firm in Palo Alto.
George Bruno.
Paul Jamaica Collins, Spar-tan
The bride is the daughter it Mr.
couple.
iilir.sf-G0X.sard
and Mrs. S. A. Gagliardi of TacoSoprano Gloria Sunan and BariBefore the altar of the Little ma, Wash. While at SJS, Peggy
tone Collins were married early in chapel
of the Flowers in Berkeley. was a liberal arts major, and a
September in the First PresbyterPhyllis Gossard recently became member of Alpha Phi sorority.
dan ehurch in San JONI. by Dr.
the bride of Bill Hurst. The Rev,
George is the son of Mn-. and
Paul Goodwin and Dr Charles EnWilliam D. Hurst. Bill’s father, of- Mrs George M. Bruno of Oakland.
- go The couple is well known on
ficiated at the double ring cere- An affiliate of Theta Mu Simla
Spartan campus as they have apmony.
fraternity, George majored in phypeared in many college musical
i
’
ij Mn-. sical education while at S
performances.

f ; ran t -Duren& n ger

Spartan Coeds Tell News
1)1’ Future Wedding Plans
1
i
I
;
t

Sororities blimp\ r Recent fP eddings Climax
Scholastic Record our Campus Courtships

io r i.ia Phi I:, 11)1:,
:.. I 1,10 it sisal I
Was
IV,, members surprised their
solo’ y sistirs by t sking a pink
rose and blowing. out the candle
to rusaal their engagements.
Jeanne Saxon, presalint of Kappa Phi. told of her engagement to
Bill L. Denues lb -n parents are
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd A Saxon of
San Jose Jeanne. is junior general
elementary teaching ITI:11jOr. has
been active in AWS, College Religious council and junior (*lass
Demos attnded
SJS in 1948
and /IOW Is sersing in the Air
Force
The (.0tiph. plan to !IV married
next fall.
Caroline Robins, daughter of Mr.
and Nfis A
ot San Jose,
announced at thi Kappa Plii meeting lira engagement lii J Arthur
"Doc"
son id Mr and Mrs
A. E. Canelin of San Jose. Caroline,
a senior English major, is Is Mt.111.her of the French II
r society.
and Spin-tan Spinners.
Her fiance is a Ness 1ihist,it,r;sph
and at mends.’ of "31i"
!le 111140 is. itSsocir r..41 cci, the
Santa Clara county :imat.iii- lad...
association.
A winter wedding is
plaa
riI
by the Spit ti,, part.

Cain-Siler

Spartan Singers
Marry Recently

Gloria and her husband both al,
students of Miss Maurine Thompson, associate professor of niusic
%was will lie exchanged
Among Gloria’s outstanding muI iii20 la.
Patricia A Mulligini
sical roles in college performances
It..bert N, Has -on News of
wonthe solo part in Mahler’s
51,betrothal IA a. announced at
Symphony No. Four in G Major,
ak pally given in the bane of Mr.
and the soprano part in Aaron
Ft l’ MeNames bf San
Copeland’s "In the Beginning. Gloria recently recorded the latter
11’11111 I 1 .1114 het fiance both at
with Williann J. Erlendson and the
san .11V0 Stilt.. college She
a rappella choir.
oa (taught.’ ..r ’sir and Mrs.
Paul also has appeared with the
Pet,/ Mulligan sit
1(liia cappella choir, singing the solo
ill in.1
attliated from
part in Gretchaninoff’s "Nicene
,
111,14 in
ii’lgle(*reed."
Ile recently performed
- iI
Ita. 1101
II
I:1;01114NA
, with the San Jule Choral guild.
I ,,,a,
.I,
It: 1
I singing the role of the
cantor in
Blush’s "Sacred Service."
1.,t mei
If the wedding reremony of the
Spat tan coast cc ill wed Jerome I.
popular Spartan couple is any indikir kr in J.enuary WaltrIa, (laugh cation, the future life of the Col Mr and NIrs Sidney Jubel
bilges should be abundant with
JIA, I., majored in
music. Many prominent local musinut t She xs is. affiliated with Alpha
cians performed during the wedGamma. local lit traternity and
ding, which included solos by Euhai
sin the editorial staff
gene Mancini. tenor, Esther DuShe now is-erriploy.d
arte, ClIntralto, and Virginia Ifol?in New You k City
atieer. so prano.
l’oskr. sum ut lir and Mrs WilItialney Ilansen, organist. played
kins s4 V. ski, if litadburn,
several selections prior to and durpl rr /It .. 1.IIA in Patterson N .1.
ing the ceremony. A quartet conV. ’I i
If.
sisting of the Misses Holsinger and
Duarte and Messirs NI:int-nil and
. aek Domnase, sang Lut kin’s "Beni ciliation" during the exchange -of
11,1
/11111 coo ,
,ss
inilkin
11.i, f.Iii /ad II ifsro
:ittl it in as draw I. our. ii In. Mon schang
ping
MSS
of
HAVE YOU BEEN
Watson a: Its, hat d Macts,hrul I between Kappa Kappa Gamma, 545as. announced at !ht. I telta 1... ON and Sigma Pi fiaternity
TO THE
Iotip of 70 membets frtrin the
Zela sororits tuite.
The slaughtst- ’it Sir and Mr.
Greek clans gathered at the
ii I. Watson id Pacific Grove, !nal Sigma Pi chapter house for an
401 A SANTA CLARA STS
oblate orf S afi J ose State I-V..11111g of dancing and elitrt ainI fcr fiance is the son of silent A skit via, itissentod by the
al..1 Mrs Richard If Alactinial Sigma Pi pledges and A d r s v
x id Laguna !teach arid as g a-1 Bei ellind if KKG
presented a
. . Alterations . .
.1.041 fnun SJS %s oh an All I
leading. -The Sart et by D44-401*
-11., ill Ie.%
olo
Pal ker Bob Allen. fraternity tires
Reasonably Prk4
Hie ’1 11111,.: 111111111’ plan ti,
’dent dressed ii ir the Oet’llsIs in to
,cciii ing a coon skin cap
s..
in %trine!
t
isod doiighniits b.pred of t
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MARIO’S
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
Corner Almaden & Virginia
SpecIal for Stare Students Only!
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SPARTAN SHOW TIMES
California:

CY 3-7007

"RHUBARB"
Ray HiRand A Jan Sterling
I WAS AN AMERICAN SPY"
Ann Dvorak & Jan. Evans

,Padre:

CV 3-3353
"KON-TIKI"
and

isitHER TAKES THE AIR

CV 3-8141

’STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE’
. aMrlo^ E
and Carl Malden
Slight Ad.sncei in Pr;c.

Gay:

CV 4-0083
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SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
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Stewart Granger
I Can Get Is For You Wholesale
Susan Hey.ard & Dan Dailey

CV 24778
’THE LAW AND THE LADY’

Studio:

Greer Gerson & MicIsen
-THE TALL TARGE:
Dick Pc-oll A Pa.,Is P.. -

Mayfair:

cY

"Here Comes The Groom
Bing Crosby & Jane Wy- Also "SIROCCO
Humphrey Boger+
Student Rate 50c

IL RANCHO DRIVE-IN CV 4.2041
"COMMAND DECISION"
Clark Gable
TWELVE O’CLOCK HIGH
Giegory Peck

Saratoga:

Sa’,00q4
2026

"BORN YESTERDAY"

Judy Holiday, Walla., Holden
Broderick Crawford
Student Rafe 43c
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lliss Twombly Reports

Page Five
State Students wed"’
Find Fifty Tuberculosis Finish Highest ’Science in Society Will Be
Cases Here Last Year in 1.24. Contest Tri Beta Conference Theme
a

"People always belie). the) al e,
first to know when they are ill,
but this is not true in arrested
cases of tuberculosis, as evidenced
by the 50 cases which we detected
on campus last year," said Miss
Margaret M. Twombly, director
of the Student Health service.
Miss Twombly explained that 39
men and 11 women were found to
be in an arrested stage of tubercu)osis when their college entrance
X-rays were checked and laboratory tests conducted.
’AB these persons had not

been
found,
their condition
might hater progressed considerably before they were aware of
noticeable symptoms," she said,
., .
Some.times a discovery of toberculosis may be made two years
before the advanced stage and it
can be cured much easier at this
time, the Health Director said.
Active cases of tuberculosis
were detected in 11 persons, seven
! men and four women, last year.
I
According to Miss Twombly.
most of the arrested eases are
able to continue at college, but
.-’1
they usualb undergo a periodic
Science Field Trips cheek as a protection for themselves and other students.

Aid inDevelopincr
School Programs

it

r.
;Y
a
id
d.

"Seashore Life" will be, the third
of a series of seven study trips
sponsored by the Natural Science
department as a means of aiding
the city and county schools of the
Santa Clara valley to develop their
-science programs.
The trips are made on Saturdays by groups of elementary and
secondary science teachers led by
college science instructors.
Lecturer for the trip on Nov. 3
will be James Craig, instructor
in biology. Trips already completed were "School Neighborhood."
conducted by Dr. Matthew Vessel
and "Spiders and Insects," conducted by Dr. Carl Duncan.
Tours in February and March
will be conducted by Dr. Wayne
Kartchner and Dr. Alfred Einansson, whose respective subjects will
be "Rocks, Minerals and Conservation." and "Astronomy." "Flowers," bY Dr. Duncan in April, and
-Birds" by Dr. Vessel in May, will
conclude the series.

Appraising the ealue of a. frere_
quent X -ray, Mss
i
Twombly
)
marked, "I wish we were able to
live eve!). student a routine examination each year, but we
can’t."
As an example of the importlance of this eXamination, Miss
Twombly recounted the experience of one student who didn’t
want an X-ray taken because four
months prior to his entrance exam
his lungs had been X-ray’d and
found sound.
"He felt it wac a waste of
time, but he consented and it
de eloped that he had a large
cavity in one of his lungs." Miss
Twoinhl said.

California jwiior high school,
senior high school and junior col lege vocational arts students took
the highest percentage of the
awards in the 1951 Ford Motor
company industrial arts competitton, held in Chicago, according
ft) Dr. Heber A. Sotzin, head of
the Applied Arts division.
. In addition to winning three of
the nine "outstanding achievement
awards." California entrants won
33 per cent of the first prizes, 30
per cent of the second prizes, and
20 per cent of the third prizes. A
total of 2400 entries Wile submilted for the contest from 40
states, the District of Columbia
and the Territory of Hawaii.
Dr. Sotzin is one of the eight
members of the national advisor).
hoard for the Ford industrial arts
awards. He served as a judge in
the, wood pattern making and
molding division of the contest.

"Seip nee in Societ) will be the at t)Brien s icstaurant Th. ...ler.
theme of the regional conference p noon ’Ain Include 3 tour 01 !IV
sc ence building and, later. stuof ’Fri Beta, the national honor A.
dents
give talks on orh:Inal
fraternity for biological science research
vullthat the) have done
WI
majors, se hall is scheduled to be S a, ious fields of s..iette,
held at the San Jose State col -1 ()Cheers of the .SIS Tei Beta
chapter who recently we:. install le’e’ campus Nov. 17.
" CsiThree other California chapters
are’ MaYren’’ hear"’
will participate in the conference
They Will represent College, of Pacific, Fresno State college and the
University of California at Santa
Barbara. Tri Beta chapters from
Brigham Young university and
from the University of Utah also
have been invited to the comertion. reports Marilyn Petersen
corresponding secretary of the oi
ganization.
Arrangements have been made
for a guest speaker and a luncheon

Seek Dance Rood
1"

/8

IN

5

In

’55

t"

the Homecoming, dance on Nov
M." Cliff Lindsey, chairman of
the Social Affairs committee, said
yesterday.
The committee wants a 12-piece
band, he said. Site for the affair
will be the Civic auditorium, from
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Plans were discussed at a meeting of the committee Monday.
Lindsey was appointed chairman,
while elected officers were Marilyn Lind, recording secretary, and
Myrna Alpert, corresponding secretary.
"Winter Mist Formal- plans al...
were discussed. Date for the dais...
is Dec. 8.

The Coffee Spot
Fountain
San Antonio at 9th

0

CRYSTAL 0

MONA’ 1111 Office
The office of the Institute of
Industrial Relations. 254 S. Eighth
street, has been moved from Apt.
7 to Apts. 5 and 6, H. Paul Ecker.
assistant director of BR, revealed
yesterday.
"A library for students, located
in Apt. 5, will be open daily 2:30
to 5 p.m. and 7 to
p.m., except
weekends and Friday evening,"
Mr. Ecker said.

LUNCH KILLS
STUDENT!

atromort

1

Delbert Dossenpireffer, panics oyster
husbandry rnrsior dine today
Crystal Creamery. V ire ing tie.
stuffed. bloated c or ps re, Dr. Will.
oughby W;nresap said. It, plain
case of ovor-efinq; these Crystal
lunches are dangerously good.I

746 & Sande Clara

Be Happy-

GO IIICKYi
WCKIES
TASTE BETTER !

Women’s PE Dept.
Holds Camp-Out
The Women’s Physical Education and Recreation department
held a camp-out last weekend.
Featured on the program were
swimming, boating, hiking, folk
dancing, games and camp-fire
stunts.
Forty-eight women attended the
two-day excursion which was sponsored by Tau Gamma, department
It was held at
honor society.
Camp Campbell.
"We went primarily for fun and
to get acquainted," said Miss Ardith Frost, one of the group ad"But the girls learned
visers.
things, too. We did all our cooking out-of-doors. The Sunday dinner menu was baked chicken, baked potatoes, corn -on -the-cob, salad
and cake."
Kay Arnett was chairman of the
camp-out. Committee heads were:
Shirley McClure, transportation
and finance; Joan Gettleson and
Jane Plaskett, planning and purchasing of food; Mickey Delehouse, program; Joyce Malone,
equipment: and Joan Chambers
and Mae Stadler, KP assignment.
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It takes line tobacco to give you a bettertasting cigarette. And Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. But it takes something else, too superior workmanship.
Luckies are the world’s best -made cigarette. That’s why Luckies taste better.
So, Be HappyGo Lucky! Get a carton
today!
STUDENTS!

Colurnbta

Let’s go! We want youi jingle’s! We’re ready
and willing and eager to pay you 525 for
every jingle we use. Send as many jingles as
you like to Happy-Go-Lucky, P.O. Box 67,
New York 46, N.Y.
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so rich and
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With
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without
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Would really

say
beard professors
I’ve oftenteaching me was A.ough,
-that
L.S./M.F.T.
But I learnedthan half a puff.
Its less
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Entered is second cJass matter April
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1445 S. First St, San Jose, California.

Li.S./M.FT-Lucky Strike Means Fine iTobacco

1951 Casaba Candidates
Face Cut. At Least
12 Frosh to Remain,

"‘th’
tiff to Berkelev

cpopt4-ccPipt4

N arsity, Frosh Water
Polo Men Meet Bears

by DC< RUTHERFORD

In all pro:sshilit a small cloud
Consid.aing the 10 to 1, long -shot, odds in last Friday’s debacle,
of ...doom will be hanging over the
Jose State’s Spartans made a race of it until the final lap. It
San
i
Men’s tom toda) or tomorrow as
the Golden Raiders down
Coach Walt McPherson is faced was not the race itself, so much, that slowed
nothing can be
against California in both
Ivo lc,. Walker
with
ptoblem of rutting his as the terrific handicap they were under. Although
....it Ft. lint .:1 .....etea polo teams ions. The Bear tarsity lost its
’taken away from the USF Dons, a team cannot operate without its
populated basketball squad.
,t
to ft.flir.1.-s trrla’, tv. mr.-1 !lone encounter to Stanford Iasi
are
’
We certainly had a swell turp- "guts" if you’ll pardon the expression. Guts to a football team
rt,..
1,1 ei.itt t C4110.1:11;1 ItfM’S Vkeek and fht Cal ja),vees %in be I
or
front who take all the hard knocks and then get called
up
boys
the
clge
Spartan
the
Year.this
ot
appearaiwe
mit
rat
tie
tan VI ,^1.1 meet the’ Bea r mak ing their
the down because they happen to raise an elobw. Football is still won
the season In comparing scores mentor stated yesterday. "but
in tie 3 30 p m
is
too
fo’r in the line on both offense and defense, as brperients of California’s
large
present
just
squad
Allay the tau tatsities tan- Stanford, who has beaten both.
ma,
d Inis assistant Bob Wuesihoff and Golden Bears have learned in the past four years. When the holes
wiiima.if Cal
a t 4 3er p
San .1,,se Iii to 3 Walker hintedinlYself to w’rk with...
are- not there no back in football is going anywhere and that applies
if"’ --itate’s mermen take
More than 40 players scrim- to an 011ie Matson. a "Scooter" Se-Lidera or e yen Cal’s Johnny "0."
.
"Iv.
Ulld a OW IfISS rerfkrd the Spartans will have the shoot- mg edge and the Pwlifs the dr.- !staged yesterday afternoon.
This 1951 egad season Mentor Bob Broroan has had to reshuffle
The* ultimate aim of McPherson his forwards more than an accomplished license dealer. With aces
fribine advantage if sefif,"; mean
"Californias big Pool is to have a squad composed of 12
anYthing
like Bruce Ilalladay, Dick Minden... and Toni Unite, who suffered a
11411111
and a deePet squad: ina/ be the , freshmen and 15 other players
slight
concussion in the opening minutes of the t’SF fray, gone from
deciding factors, he added.
from which to form his varsity and
the lint-barking post, ;mad Vern Val/en-amp missing from his
reserve
team
teams.
reserve
The
n
tough
irilinms,
ill
1111i1.111,s Lead
not has.. an will be similar to last year’s fresh - dependable guard slot, the Spartans had lest all their trumps.
tww. as Cal
the team is i ll The., were more or less dealt a stacked band- When a team eons
occasional (rush team and will use man team in that
IA
preliminary contest at
into a fru) with those odds they generally drop money. In this ease
’ its tarsity reserves as well as first Play in the
all honk.’ gain" and will do like - 42 to : worth.
inrlieate.l.He
Walker
men.
Fbilleack Frank Morriss contin- Year
Watch Out Spartan..
the Frosh have wise at man y of the road games I I ns hold on the Spartan status- also added that
Ralph (Marian, starting The make -LIP of the team will flirt
Although still a month away, Marquette University’s Hilltoppers
dip," imt.ni following lam ;lost
however.
freshmen.
limited
to
be
of
1,,,ause
arquarn
Is..
for
loud warning. This is the ctiz, the Golden Raiders
disastrous 42 to 7 rout tart-k,
Fr alas
during the season Me- are sounding a
bowl game. The Hill at Die hands of INF. The southern interference with studies;
ma shift his personnel will meet Dec. 1 in the Salvation Army charity
Cala", ma streak maintained his
Phersim the varsity and the re - toppers pushed themselves into national prominence last week when
Probable starting lineups for between
I. .alerstup in yards rushing, pass San Jose as announced by Walker serve teams as he sees fit.
they knocked Michigan State’s Spartans from their number one rankus itit’. seeerirtg and punting_
for both squads include: Varsity
Five lettermen, George Clark. ing in the countrs. The boys from Milwaukee gave the Spartans a
(’heir - _Elmer Craig, Lee Jensen, Duane
A it hough failing to score against :John Ifibner, goal, DOX
; scare as the favorites had to tally twice in the final quarter to eke
the strong Dons. Frank gained :SO ley Douglas and Bill Finch. backs. ’Baptiste and Mort Schorr. along out a 20 to 14 verdict. For three quarters unt1erdog Marquette held
tank for a 125 aterage in four Fred Postal, Chet Keil and Taylor !with non -letter returnees Lee. the- AP’s
top team to a Ion.’ touchdown.
Eni rues This inereased hi seasonal Hathaway, forwards.
’ Denting. Jack Avina, Paul ForesPitcher’s Paradise
triO’s in four games to a high
Frosh Don Hamer, goal. Nort ter and Bill Abbott will form the
Walt Williams, Spartan baseball coach, is wearing a smile of satper carry
9 I
Thornton, Bob Gorman and Noel nucleus of Rut varsity. Glen Lot 1
fall days. Unusual is The word when you realFae ir-Itatne statistics of rushing, Knight or Sam Yates, backs, Ward ell, a member of the 1949-50 tar - isfaction these graying
ieetavinr., !Noising, and scor- Setlow, flat id Flood. and Barry silt for part of the season and - in’ the World Series is already two weeks old and it is quite a while
Schuttler or lion Sweeney, lor- seerttl members of last season’s until next spring. But, the baseball chief is highly pleased over the
freshman team, including Sal Bur- discos ’-Fir’s of his fall baseball turnouts. He iir.eis himself loaded with
Itushing
T1’8 Netilfdra.Avg. wards.
riesci, Joe Vet tel and Howard
eoach’s delight pitchers.
94
:vs, It.
Ifi
170
lb
1 I Rapp. are among the other leadini
1.17
137
’2.M (Isl..e tie, lb
6
it.’
71.)
Williams has uncovered six first line chuckers for next sear.
0 !candidates for varsity berths
50
6
ih
M4
17 A 51.eithews.
is the lone holdoi fir, along with the I950 freshLefty Jim
41 I Some Id the more consistent
33 Pozneknft. I..
4. 54
21
seas:knurl,
man
John
Oldham. The new blond that has Williams
Ilutl
0 freshman candidates ere
14)
2
III
3.4 Tateiti.
muttering something about a comparison nith his 19444 CCAA
.41t. Ism. Yds. Iljelm and Slim liodgeson of RedPassing
ji III
911
champions is Doug Roehner, oh san Leandro High, who was selected
2141i ’ wood City, Larry Heffner. Don
23
31
rrurs%ing
TO Apl.elialp
II I
221 Stiles and Carroll Williams of San as a pitcher on the East Has American Legion All -Star team; ( lair
14
31
2 Hamden/1
Parkin, uho hurled in the National semi -Pro tourney for the CaliRI ;Jose. Johnny Ogden of Bakersfield
9
I Rice
22
of :Mountain
and Shelley Iletts
fornia state champion Atilater nine; Dale tie -ken. a Modesto J.C.
View.
star for two seasons, and X11%ier Del Buono, Fullerton J.C., who led
the Southern California junior college loop in non -lost percentage,
I
the Southland
Line Coach John 14eKinnen, scouting for Lo3olli at last week’s
tsille tilt, eommented that Keith Carpenter, San Jose’s ?35-pound
Students aim nisi) to drop
AU-American candidate. is "as good a linebacker as I’Vp seen this
by Friday,
C1.11~ must do so
seastia.McKiiiiien’s sidekick, Jerry Neil. the Lions’ hackfirld
Oct. 19, acrording to the Regiscoach, also had is good word for fullback Frank Morriss and (Abby
trar’s of flee.
Mendonsa. Ile referred to the latter in One word, "outstanding."
Change of program cards are
The Spartans meet Loyola Oct. 26 in Spartan stadium.
itiailable in the Registrar’s of Gene Menges, who literally rewrote San Jose State’s passing rec..
fire, Room 111. These cards
tnust be filled out and filed In tads while under the T for three years at Washington Square, hit
AT
tbe Registrar’s office M Friday. seven of 12 passes to lead San Jose’s Wieland Brewers to a semi -pro
. league victory over Santa Rosa last Sunday.
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I’Future Spartan Opponents Look Rough;

COP, Idaho, Marquette Roast Ttn) Teams
San Jose State’s remaining grid
!ties appear to be shaping up for
thrift encounters with the Spartans in the weeks to corm-. Marpiet te University’s Hilltoppers surprised the A.P. grid pickers when
they kayoed Michigan State as the
nation’s top rankkrig team by forcing the Spartans to a last quarter
211 to 14 sictory. The Billtoppers
:eort,1 luice in the Nrst half and
held
;1 to 6 advantage hefore

-(7/8. TIE RACK

NORD’S
Sandwich Shop
Candy

121 So. 1st St.
-Nothing But 7ies-

C;garefos
Sandokhos

105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

Delicious Italian Dinners . .
featuring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Come As You Are

Hot Food to Take Out

Week DaysSi 40

Sundays & Holidays 51.60

Spaghetti. 9+. 65c
Ravioli, 91. 75c

Private Banquet Room

A quaea et sch toels 1.

THE ITALIAN RESTAURANT
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Downstairs
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they collapsed before Michigan
State’s belated rally.
College of Pacific.- continued
their winning ways by dropping
nationally rated Clemson. 21 to 7.
Clemson had been riding a 16game winning string. The victory
shot the unbeaten Tigers into 16th
place in this week’s A.P. poll.
Idaho’s Vandals, this week’s
Spartan opponent, racked up two
first-half touchdowns and then let
their great defensive line hold the
.
ttintana
Grizzlies to nine points
er a 12 to 9 triumph.
A pair of rivals squared off with
-at other Sunday at Kezar stauurn as Santa Clara barely stired Loyola’s closing rush to give

the Broncos their initial victory of
the 1951 grid campaign. The
;Broncos held a 21 to 7 halftime
;edge but almost wilted under Don
l’slostermann s second half strat:cgY, which found the nation’s lead; ing passer sticking principally to
;a ground attack.
San Diego’s strong Navy eleven
had an easy time of it in rolling
over their naval rivals, the San
; Diego Nat al Air Station, 27 to 7.
;
’

Spartan Harrier.
ro Meet.. t,aters

r

Coach Don Bryant’s Spartan
cross country squad will meet
their first opposition of the season
I ’ : day afternoon at 4 p.m., when
tlum on Probation , le San Francisco State Caters
invade the Spartan cross country
hsirrtfairsntstli3urnal anti.
titer Campus Visit icolstirsaes’inn’g-at
A Michigan Slate college alum- lin a Spartan uniform will be Joe
distance star transfer from
ui paid a visit to his alma meter 1Tyler,
--ently anti as a result is now. on ? Lag Angeles City college. Tyler
was
three-year probation sentence
hiFhlV impressive in last Frildaya intra-squad meet when he
im a Michigan Circuit court. It
.;,,ms
the alumnus calmly walked defeated his teammates with ease.
:no the Student Union building; Backing up Tyler will be set rod then exited with ten typewrit-; erans Paul Bowen, Al Weber and
vs (which is a neat trick if ill Paul Jennings along with Bob McMullen, number one miler on Bud
-an do 01
Winter’s track team, and freshman
Larry Purley.
NPWCOITWES whom Bryant thinks
Um jest can’t beat
may pick up points for &IS are
Coffee and Donets at
Bob Navaretta, Rob Asevedo, Mike
Gurrero and Pave Finch. all of
; whom ran the three and seteni tenths miles under = minutes in
311 W SAN C.A1110c
the itstraasqi...4
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slIFE FOR SIN POINTS and the Spartans’ only tauchiloon against l’SF Friday night. little triblo
Ilendonsa slices into the end zone after taking a pas. front QR Jeri, Hamilton. The action oecurre
midway in the second quarter and brought the count to 16-6. liwnded on the play is Joe Semler" to
ground) who made a last-ditch effort to haul frillthy down. N
her 33 is a hid called 011ie Mats....
Mas be you’ s.. heard of hinr.’ The Spartan on the right
---p11.to hi timmcrtuan
is unidentified.
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I’appy Mablorf’s ire’.’.

Bronzans Drill for Idaho;
Fly Friday for Northland
ROI. III HILBERT

, his Si;:trtans will find the Idahoans
With only two more practice rough tor the lull ban. quarters
days left before they fly north to Sat tirdir .
Split T
challenge the University of Idaho.
Coach Bob Bronzan’s Spartans are
Curfman 1;sa the Split T with
sharpening up their defenses and the big -lino -last -backfield combi.; nation.
f.;rwards
The
gro,:nd game.
Vandal
art-rage 2T1 pounds per mart. yirot,
Vandal Coach Rabe Curfman.
ably from eating. Altose farneus poa newcomer to Mf1,1141V1, s ill Wt1tatoes.
1111111. the Golden Raiders to his
Idaho has ow of the fa.stea.1
lair city some time Friday night
backfield units in the nation with
:titer the 36-mantra. -ling squad
three starters capable of s-prUniog
completes a 900-mile air trip.
Bronzan doesn’t linen% too in oh towards the end /one under ten
about the Vandals in the way 01- seconds flat. Halfback ’OW Chris:scouting reports. but he is sur, tian is Curfman’s mainyard gainer and is well-known around the:
. northern neck of the u’onds.
Bronzan and his platoons .es -2
iperienced a night of defensing the
Split T two %seeks ago in -Fresno
las they walloped the Firm) State
!Bulldogs. 32-6. In that ripe, SJS’s
; offense was the factor with Lynn
I Aplanalp And Frank 460s.
ing the show. The Bullifo’es ;were
’ snowed nod. -r and they were stopped cold by the SJS defense.
Idaho figures to match the Spartans on even terms with a good
running attack and a defense that
lost no respect in dropping garne’s
to Wyoming. Oregon State and

Ihiriiiig Harrier
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the jaunt
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north
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Snit

Hurt

against Fresno. Minden, ma% he
read
for IMola or sato Diego
Naiy.
Retyman took a..00k at gam mw its early yesterday and ad mittwd his boys could ha% e bee better.
He thinks the l
’
.
hli.down a bit. hut the
is as improved Friday night.
Bronzan Pintoes
fle praised big Keith Carpenter
2:13-ponnd senior center and linebacker. and figures Keith should
Is td -his best from now on. Carplsnter received heavy praise last
year trom Western sports %% titers
and started this season with -AllCoaor:-potential. Toni Cuff, and
Ch Cott It T have been pretty clos;
foc .the starting job all season.
Cciffe suffered a concussion in the
first quarter with the Dons and
Carpenter took over.
Bronson also liked the work
of Tackle George Porter. Ends
Russ
and

Phillips
Backs

;and

Rob

Hamilton

and

Frank

Morris..

tackle Fri- ’
"Porter was our Isi
day night dtici Morriss’ blocking
Was impressive. I think Hamilton
Likeable Lynn
The boys on the Spartan prae- did a commendable job and the
ice field were a little more spir- two ends were improved." Bronzan
ited yesterday with the return of said.
Aplanalp sans bandage and anx*He admitted USF’s ground game
ious to take tip where he left off. was far better down here than up
;The Pasadena blond is a favorite larth when QB Ed Brown was
with his teammates and theyll practically the whole show. Brown
play ball for him even if they all was "off" in Spartan stadium and
011ie Matson and Jr..- Scudero took
land in the hospital fulfilling it_
Aplanalp’s eye is improving and up the slack with a thunderini:
he should be in there running ground game.
things with Jerry Hamilton, the
San Francisco .by .,0101, outdid
’SF’s Ed Brown Friday diebt on dur h. to.;:nhu-ss 1111.S111.
!
Knee -victims Bruce Itallaulaj
and Dick Bondelie unfortunately
will sit out the Idaho contest.
Son Antonio at 9th
Roth linebackers art- nursing
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Th. sail,. Ii ifs till,- v. Oh Stan illo to go south
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hist day of 52
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should sail smoothly on unThu
; I il they ni; ; I the lit ars in the Big
GaIne,--tiemitfe. the worried frown
on t’oach Chuck Taylor’s face citi;
t la Santa -Clara game Sat ; ;
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A COMPLETE LINE OF GIFTWARE
COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND
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Music Societies to Meet Tonight
meeting ot the tot omen’s group. will meet at Mr.
honorary 71711tile sn,i/117-4 home to discuss. a music majorVi,1 1/P held tonight, te.,oittor, to /711nor part)
Mr. Eagan, associate professor
of the
treas.,c;
Tht
of music, is atso province governor
Iniip
1rno:a
of the national honor fraternity
111,W/A group.
%to Alpha,
i to IA Inch thi IntII.S MI.:aril/at ion
and 7.1,1 Phi 1:tooloit 1,, omens ; belongs.
’.
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Deadline Soon Juniors Will Give Needy Food
Tomorrow at 5 p.m. is the deadfor nomination of sophomore,
junior and senior class officers and
sophomore justices, according to
Harlow Lloyd, chief justice of the
Student Council.
Application blanks may be obtained in the Graduate Manager’s
office or in the ASH office in the
Student Union.
line

for , the junior class in an effort to obbaskets
Preparing food
needy families in the San Jose I tam n maximum cooperation in the
area will be a future project of drive. The cards will be paid for
the junior class, as a result of the out of the class treasury and ’or
council meeting held Monday aft -!donations.
Ingrid Anderson will be general
chairman of the project. Acting
on the suggestion of Wilbur Luick,
class adviser, the council voted to
send postcards to each member of

Preparations for the coming
class election were made known
to the group. Marilyn Pestarino,
, membership chairman, presented
a list of council members.
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It tok crs all kinds of toola to keep America
to..ls to keep American.;
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eiboi.y.o. lii Illitlo’ .1,1, the eost of 1/1/.:4A tools Is
relatively lit! Ic .". itin14.4 any Irian can provide
. tue co4 is great. So
them lir hinvirif
in order for a tome to put hr. talents to work. he
needs help in Ow f.trii of capital from others.
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1. 711ii is ono of

the main reasimA why we need
all vixen of businenses in America big, medium
The average MI well drilling rig, for
arid
example, nista about $21141,i5io. I.’or
a men
Who make up tte I crewii, this represents a tool
lavaatisient of $10,000 per loan.
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3. High -cost

tools are typical of the oil
nessSo is the la ge amount of capital requireri
for raw -material supplies, transportation -1,s/
teins, etc. Our average investment at
for example, i:. fc*,-;ritior t in refineries. hip’..
rigs, oil 1:mils.isle.1 for each one of our ;9;1
employees.
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That’s why you find nany big companies
ii...11iiy
t,,ugh carpenter can set
himself up in business without outside help. But
lie only way we could have financed the $67,uoo
t h of tools. equipment and raw -material supplies that are required for each of our employees
w1A, by pooling the money of a lot of people.

5. This pooling process resulted in a corpora[’mon Oil Company, owned by
tion
:16,012 individual stockholders. IThe largest one
of our stockholders owns less than 114‘.0 of the
total stock of the company.) By some standards
Union Oil Company is big. By others it is small.*
But big or small, its size is a direct result of the
economic functions it has to perform.
The U. S. government, for example, is so much
bigger than Union Oil Company that it takes in and
puts out almost as much money every day as Union
does in on entire year.

ITNION OIL COMPANY
OF
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INCORPORATIO IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1611
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Compariy, is dedicated to a
dim-fission of how and why .4 merican business functions. We hope you’ll feel
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you hose to offer. Write: Tie
President, f to ion (hi Company, (’,lion Oil Building, Los .4 Holes 17,

Manufnerterer. of Ito,.at Trilon, the amating, purple toolor oil.

